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The MailFinisher 4000 system is a small 
to medium volume In Line System which 
is interfaced with a compatible laser 
printer, whereby the printer feeds the 
MF4000 directly and the forms are 
printed, folded and sealed in one single 
operation, therefore, speeding up the 
processing and also making it easier for 
the operator.  
 
The MF4000N is provided with a static 
base and a 200 forms integral output 
catch tray. The system requires a full 
desktop space to locate the machine 
and laser printer. Optional cabinets are 
available which will provide a suitable 
surface for the whole system and also 
storage beneath.  
 
Please note the following: The laser 
printer is not unique to this machine; it 
can still be used as a normal office laser, 
either by separating the laser printer 
from the MF4000 or by using the 
optional 'Print Only Mode'.  
 

 

The processing speed of the system is 
regulated by the page per minute speed 
of the printer. Laser Printer sold 
separately.  
 
Kyocera FS4000DTN is a compatible 
laser printer that provides duplex in-line 
and therefore ALL fold types are 
available.  
 
Printer compatibility -The system is 
compatible with the following printers 
which provide up to 500* sheet in-feed 
capacity (based on 80gsm paper).  
HP LJ4200N  
HP LJ4250N  
HP LJ4300N  
HP LJ4350N  
HP LJ4014N - (New model)  
HP LJ4015N - (New model)  
HP LJ4515N - (New model 62ppm) 
Kyocera FS4000DTN (*duplex capable )  
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Tech Info 
- Form Size: A4/Letter/ 14” 

(Optional fold drum required)   

- Maximum Form Width: 222mm   

- Speed: 3,720 forms per hour  

- Fold Settings: Manual  

- Fold Types: Z /C/V & Double 
parallel  

- Paper Weight: 60-120gsm    

- By Pass Tray: Avoids reprints of 
doubles   

- Counter: Digital batch counter 

- Double Detect: Yes 

- Paper thickness calibration: Yes  

- Output: 150 - 200 forms  

- Printer Communication: Yes 
optional Extra  

 

- Duty Cycle: 50,000 form pm 

- Weight: 42kgs (without printer)  

-  Dimensions: 580 x 400 x 380mm (WxLxH) 

- Warranty – 12 Months (parts only) 
 
Print Only Mode  
This enables the system to be used as a standard laser 
printer without the need to separate the laser from the 
MF4000. All printed documents are sent to the bypass tray 
only.  
Please note if using the Kyocera FS4000DTN, Print Only 
Mode is not required.  
Cabinet with Storage  
Optional cabinets are available which provide a suitabl 
surface for the system and also provides storage 
underneath.  
14" Z-Fold Drum  
An optional fold drum is available for 14" Z-fold forms. 
Please note that this drum is only able to produce 14" Z, and 
A4 Z folds.  
 
 

 

 

  
 


